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Hello and Happy TGIF to All Ya's.....
Another Warm One Here ....
****Yes--Those really High-Tec-Extreme-Quality Pickn-Buckets
are called ''YieldMAX'' ...by Harvest-Wear ...They are a 1 Bu.Size... It
looks like we are down to 8 or 10 of those left.
And....We have several of the Light-Weight Neoprene--36
Lb.Buckets....Very Popular....and about $50 less.
****Lots of Retain goin out the Door.... We are being told that
when we order more our Cost will be higher.... 😠
****Experts concur with what some of You Guys have told me
... About Summer-Pruning the Honeys ....It has not & will not reduce
incidence of Bitter-Pit. The Vegetative-Shoots have already sucked a
bunch of Calcium away from the Fruit.
...and Alicandro claims that excessive-Summer-Pruning can actually
reduce Fruit-Size.... and the 'Winter-Hardiness' of the Tree.
The key is to not get to ruthless. He says to keep the Summer Pruning
Crew on De-Caf.
****Q & A.... Yes--Those Peaches in the 10-Acre-Apple-TrialBlock..... Yes I have mentioned in the very recent past how nice all of it
looks... and I am referring to the Foliage and how it relates to 8-10-12
Apps of CS2005 and several of the other Apple Pesticides we are doing.
All looks good....
But, those Stone-Fruit-Trees are really getting crowded-out by the
Apples...to the point where it's killing some limbs-etc. And I see in some
of the Peaches that Linda has harvested have some Insect-StingsInjury....
But I do have some Blank-Spots in the Block and can make room for
more fun Varieties of Peach--Plum--Nectarines--Cots--Sweets--Etc....
Thats why I'm asking for some help getting in on somebodys Tree Order
for Spring-2019....
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****Please Check Out '''Reisters.Net''' and see the Photo's of
this past July 27 '''Fruit Ridge Fest''' ....Some very Cool Classic Cars
and Tractors ...Very Cool.
On Reisters.Net you can see where to go directly to a bunch of
our Fave-Manufactuers-Web-Sites..... and also all of these Fruit
Ridge Notes are archived on the W-Site. You can also go to the
''Agrian'' Site and look up a Product. If you mind me sayin it....Our
Reisters.Net Site is kinda Cool.
****Surfactant-Adjuvant...with Blush 2X ... You want 1 Qt100ga. InSpray-90...if you're just doin Blush 2X. If you are doing a
few other Pesticides you are likely doing the Indicate 5 in that Tank
Also.... You still want the 1-Qt-100-Gal-InSpray-90. If you have
Retain in that Tank...??? You can add a little Silicone Surfactant, or
just go to 2 Qt-100-Ga.-InSpray-90.....
Happy Weekend ..... r
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